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That voice sounds like mine

On-going studies on

� Phonetic convergence between speakers in spoken language interactions

� Recognition of spoken words in the listener’s own voice

Noël Nguyen, LPL
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Phonetic convergence between speakers in spoken language

interactions

Phonetic convergence — the tendency for two speakers engaged in a
conversational exchange to sound more like each other — is one important
aspect of between-speaker adaptation.

It is a recurrent phenomenon in mature speakers.

It relies on sensory-motor abilities that infants may already possess at birth.

It affects the way in which both speakers speak after their interaction has
ended, and may build up over long periods of time.

It may also be a driving mechanism in the acquisition of the phonology and
phonetics of a second language.

Both experimental studies and computational modelling suggest that phonetic
convergence may have played an important role in the emergence of
phonological systems (Nguyen & Delvaux, J. Phonetics, 2015, for a recent
review).
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For example, it is yet unclear along which dimensions in the speech signal
speakers may converge towards each other.

Pardo et al. (2013): the available acoustic studies “present a bewildering array
of patterns of convergence and divergence, with a great deal of variability and
inconsistencies across measures”.

In other studies (e.g., Nielsen, 2011), the degree of phonetic convergence
across speakers is assessed by means of perceptual judgments performed by
listeners.

However, it is often difficult to identify the phonetic parameters on which
these judgments may have relied.

For a recent set of papers: Nguyen, Sato, Postma, Pardo, & Babel, eds.
(2015). Frontiers in Cognitive Science, Research Topic on Speech imitation.
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Convergence effects in mean f0

In a recent work with Vincent Aubanel (now at the MARCS Institute, Sydney),
we asked to what extent do speakers converge towards each other in mean f0.

62 pairs of speakers performed an
alternate reading task, based on a
short story subdivided into 74 reading
turns.

The speakers were in different rooms
and communicated with each other
using microphones / headphones.

Unbeknownst to both of them, we
manipulated f0 frequency for one of
the two speakers in real time.
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f0 manipulations followed a sine
function with a long period (≈ 4 min,
average duration of the reading task).

These alterations were noticed by
none of the participants.

However, the results reveal a small but
significant tendency for both speakers
to imitate these long-range variations
in f0.
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Aubanel & Nguyen, in preparation.
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SPIC: SPeaking In Concert

The goal of this project is to better understand what makes speakers sound
more like each other in a conversational interaction.

Simultaneous recordings will be made at the EEG, articulatory, and acoustic
levels, in order to identify the neural features that may control and modulate
the articulatory movements that in turn are at the origin of convergence in
speech.

Another major issue will be to
determine whether convergence is
symmetrical or asymmetrical, i.e.
whether one partner converges to a
greater extent towards the other partner
than the reverse.

Hasson et al., Brain-to-brain coupling: a
mechanism for creating and sharing a social
world, TICS, 2012.
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The verbal domino game

The participants are dyads of French native speakers.

They perform an interactive verbal domino game (Lelong & Bailly, 2011).

Speakers are alternatively presented with two words on a screen and must read
aloud the one whose initial syllable is (phonemically) identical to the final
syllable in the word previously produced by the other speaker.

Spk A Spk B Spk A Spk B Spk A Spk B

On pronouncing a word, each speaker triggers the presentation of the
following word pair on the other speaker’s screen.
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Long chains of dominos (n = 100) meeting a number of criteria
(morphosyntactic status, nb of syllables, syllabic structure, orthographic
depth, phonemic make-up, etc.) have been semi-automatically generated from
lexique.org, example :

banco – quota – tabou – bouder – débit – bisser – sénat – naga – garrot –
roman – mandé – défait – ferreux – repos – poli – lilas – lacis – sipo – paumé
– méta – tapé – perré – rêvé – véreux – refait – féta – tapi – pissat – saga –
garer – récré – crécy – ciré – réchaud – choper – pété – terreau – roto –
thomas – marée – régie – girer – raifort – format – maté – télé – laissé – celer
– lérot – rossant – sensé – cessant – santé – terri – ridé – dément – mamba –
bateau – taupé – paiement – manta – tamis – mimer – messie – cité – tévé –
vessie – ciment – manga – gala – laper – pérou – roussi – cyprès – prépa –
papi – pita – tassé – serrant – ranci – city – typé – pétri – tricot – cocon –
compas – passé – scellant – landais – défaut – faucon – concis – silo – loco –
copie – pipé – paissant – senti – tipi – pipeau
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Experimental design

The domino chains contain 60 keywords with a balanced distribution of vowels
/i/, /o/, /a/ and /Ã/ in word-final position.

These keywords are recorded by both speakers in a pre-test reading task, the
domino game (test), and a post-test reading task.

Pre-test vs test comparisons allow us to measure the degree of
between-speaker phonetic convergence in the domino game.

Post-test vs pre-test comparisons allow us to determine to what extent
between-speaker phonetic convergence persists after the end of the interaction.
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Dual EMA/EEG experimental set-up

The speakers are in two different places.

� Italian Institute of Technology, Genova, Italy;
� Laboratoire Parole et Langage.

They communicate with each other through Skype.

The IIT and the LPL both have electromagnetic devices for the recording and analysis of
articulatory movements in speech production, as well as EEG and high-quality audio recording
systems.
This allows us to collect synchronized EEG / EMA / audio data for both speakers.
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Dual EMA/EEG experimental set-up

The setup was designed to meet the following goals:

� Synchronization between the acoustic, EMA, and EEG recordings, both within and
across the two recording sites;

� Post-recording evaluation of the quality and reliability of the Skype connection.

Aix Genova
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Assessing the quality and reliability of the Skype audio connection
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Assessing the quality and reliability of the Skype audio connection

Full assessment of the accuracy and reliability of the Skype connection in both

the temporal and spectral domains is in progress.
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Characterizing phonetic convergence at the articulatory/acoustic

levels

Dual EMA data recordings
Aix speaker Genova speaker

Both perceptual evaluations and detailed acoustic analyses have shown their limits.

In recent years, a third, alternative route, based on using automatic speech recognition
techniques, has been explored.

Pinet et al. (2011) used a pattern-matching technique to measure the degree of accent
similarity between native and non-native speakers of English.

Aubanel and Nguyen (Speech Communication, 2010) used a speech recognition system to
automatically characterize the regional phonological variants in the production of words by
Southern and Northern French speakers.

Lelong (2012) also recently employed automatic speech recognition tools in her PhD study on
between-speaker phonetic convergence.

Our goal is to go further along this promising avenue and to take full advantage of the
powerful automatic speech recognition techniques now available.
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Characterization of phonetic convergence

Two HMM models MA and MB are built up for Speakers A and B, respectively. The probability
for a given word wi in the domino chain to have been produced by either of the two speakers is
estimated by applying both MA and MB to wi .

In a first step, the speech signals are converted into series of MFCC features using the HTK
toolkit.

Each speaker-specific model is trained from a sequence of words read aloud by the speaker
prior to the interactive task.

The probability for a given word w to have been produced by a given speaker is given by:

θ = p(w|MA)
p(w|MB )

When θ > 1, there is a greater probability for the word to have been produced by Speaker A
than by Speaker B. The reverse is true when θ < 1.

To determine to what extent Speaker A phonetically converges towards Speaker B, we compute

θi =
p(wA

i |MA)

p(wA
i |MB )

for each of the words successively produced by Speaker A in the domino game.

Phonetic convergence is associated with a decrease of θi over the course of the game.
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Spoken word recognition in the listener’s own voice

Work conducted with Hélène Wilquin (LPCLS, Aix-Marseille) and Matilde
Commelin (LPL).

Is it easier for listeners to recognize spoken words in their own voice compared
with another speaker’s voice?

In an exemplar-based approach to speech comprehension, one may
hypothesize that words are more easily recognized in the voice we hear most
frequently, i.e. our own voice.

However, when played out through an external channel, our own voice shows
important differences with the one we hear as we speak:

� During speech production, our voice reaches our auditory system
through both an internal and external channel.

� During speech production, the sounds we hear are tightly connected
with the articulatory movements we make.

This may prevent speech from being easier to process in our own voice relative
to another speaker’s voice.
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Schuerman et al. (2015): Performance in an
auditory word recognition task is greater for
noise-vocoded words based on the productions
of a statistically average speaker compared with
the participant’s own productions.

There is, however, experimental evidence that suggests that words may be
easier to process in our own voice than in another voice.

Recent studies have shown that cortical areas associated with the motor
control of speech are activated in speech perception (eg. D’Ausilio et al,
2009), and that this may facilitate the recognition of speech sounds.

One may assume that this motor resonance effect should be maximized for
speech sounds that originate from our own vocal tract.

Tye-Murray et al. (2013): Participants recognize more words when lip-reading
themselves than when lip-reading other participants.

Pickering and Garrod’s (2013) integrated theory of language production and
comprehension also consistent with the hypothesis that words should be easier
to recognize in one’s own voice than in another speaker’s voice.
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The voice repetition effect in word recognition

Listeners are sensitive to indexical phonetic properties in speech perception
and comprehension.

The voice repetition effect: It is easier for listeners to recognize a word, or to
say that they have already heard that word once, when they have been
previously been presented with that word in the same voice compared with
another voice.

(e.g. Palmeri et al., 1993; Church & Schacter, 1994; Goldinger, 1996; Luce &
Lyons, 1998; Jesse et al., 2007).

1 maison (Voice A) tableau (Voice B) vélo (Voice A) . . . maison (Voice A)
2 maison (Voice A) tableau (Voice B) vélo (Voice A) . . . maison (Voice B)

Response accuracy and/or response time greater in 1 than in 2.
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Our main prediction is that the voice repetition effect will be greater for words
that are presented twice in the listener’s own voice, than for words presented
twice in another speaker’s voice.

We use a continuous recognition memory task
(Palmeri, Goldinger, & Pisoni, 1993)

� Participants are presented with a continuous list of spoken words;

� Words are presented and later repeated, after a variable number of
intervening items;

� Participants are asked to judge whether each word is “old" or “new".

Voice

Presentation 1 Participant Participant Reference Speaker Reference Speaker
Presentation 2 Participant Reference Speaker Reference Speaker Participant
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Recording the participant’s voice

In a first stage, each participant is asked to record a list of 240 disyllabic
French words, e.g.

bosser
fauter
coucher
touchant
déchet
tasser
gausser
mâcher

240 other words are then generated from this first set, using cross-splicing:

bosser beauté
fauter fossé
coucher couchant
touchant toucher
déchet décès
tasser tâcher
gausser gaucher
mâcher masser

In the recognition memory task, we use the second set of words.

This allows us to ensure that participants won’t recognize words more easily in
their own voice in the recognition memory task simply because they have
already encountered these words in the recording session.
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The material has been designed according a large set of factors
(morphosyntactic status, lexical frequency, nb of syllables, syllabic structure,
phonemic make-up, phonological features associated with medial consonant
and flanking vowels, etc.).

The participants’ recordings are (semi-)automatically segmented into words
and syllables using SPASS and Praat.

Audio examples
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A preliminary test is being carried out to ensure that we obtain a basic voice
repetition effects.

Listeners are presented with words generated from recordings of two speakers.
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